Generation Change, Revised And Expanded Edition: Roll Up Your Sleeves And Change The World
Real world. Real people. Real time. Real change. Our generation has seen the hurting world in living color. The media has brought every major human rights, health, and environmental crises right into our living rooms. It’s easy to complain about what’s wrong with the world today. But I think my generation is tired of hearing complaints and excuses, and we’re eager to see people get busy and do something about the problems. —Zach Hunter

Inside this book you will find stories about real people doing amazing things to change the world around them. You will discover a new sense of wonder about what can be and how you can help make it happen. You will encounter voices of justice and hearts of compassion. You will be inspired to find your own spark—fuel that will help ignite a generation of change.

Customer Reviews
Bought it for our teen-aged granddaughter & gave her an monetary incentive to read it. The easy reading style of this (very) young man connected with our gal & opened her eyes to life beyond herself. Too many people need help & too few of us are thinking about it. It's time to make a change.
in our lives and in the lives we touch. We can learn from each other. Zach is a great author.

I think this book should be in the stocking of every preteen and teen in the country. AND... it should be a part of the curriculum at every school. We should teach our next generation that they can and should make a difference. We are a nation founded on helping one another. But it's become a ME ME ME thing more and more. I think this book gives proof that we can make life better for those around us. In doing so it makes our lives happier and more satisfying! This is a MUST BUY book. We’re never too old to learn how to help others!!

Inspiring! Wishing more young people would have such a positive impact on our world. Looking forward to his next book!

I got this book for my son after hearing about it on tv. My son is a very caring kid so I thought he would enjoy this book but after a few pages he stopped. He didn’t like it and couldn’t get into it.

This is a great book to encourage people to help change and heal the world. I really enjoyed the many examples on how to get started.
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